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ANNOUNCING

THE COSMIC BULLETIN ia an
official organ of the
Cosmic Circle Society.
Raymond Washington, Jr
is c-di tor of this first
issue which is being sent
without charge to science-fiction f indom and other interested parties,
wVare very aracious to receive your comments which should be sent to
the editor, whose address is Live Oal Florida. As yet vie have no set
schedule for this publication.

May 15, 1943
Live Oak, Florida

To me has fallen the task of stenciling all of this first issue, as
well as writing a great deal of it, if not all. I was to have
received material from
Don Rogers ■ (Cosmic Circle Society) , but none
a.Y
’
-'
7
ived.
•
Please
beai*
with. me while I explain further•
has
The Cosmic Circle Society is the sponsor.. In the following pages
you will find information about this organization, its purposes, and
,
.
., .
its ideals.
If there are any mistakes, or misleading statements m this issue
they will be corrected in'number two.
And there may well be mistakes, for Rogers and the others have no
opportunity to read and approve this material. The Cosmic Circle is
at a disatvantage as one of its directors lives so far south. We
expect to evolve more efficient methods of cooperation soon.
As for this Digest, it is written mainly for fandom, but not
exclusively. We wish the support of the fans especially, as science
faction fosters and encourages our aims, but we also operate on the
principle that there are many intelligent persons who do not read
Science fiction, but would favor our movement. Our appeal is meant to
be universal

Editor:

A wondrous stairway to the stars—”
SO dbES tire popular song. It’s several years oil, but man’s
desire to conquer space is older. And his desire for utopia is
older still.
•
■;
We of the Cosmic Circle realize, as do most thinking people, that
; fhi-s; w-orl-d.-of; ©urs is. in. one; hell of a mess,. It’s easy to throw up
your hands and say ’’Don’t look at me.’" I‘ kribw that rs‘ brue',’ but" _I: - ~ •
didn’t cause it, and what can I do about it?”
In the opinion of this writer, no one creed or manner of govern
ment now in use is anywhere near perfect. We all know our own
democracy is shot through with dirty politics, but we won’t go into
that here. ”What can I do?’’ You can’t do anything at all, by your
self.
And neither can a score of us, or five hundred of us. But
if enough people decided to do something about it , something would be

At this time there seems to be a widespread desire among the
peoples of this earth to improve things. In the words of a British
milltary-comment at oi^wniom-.-I -can ’t.., remember,,. ..this. is one. of those times
in human history where we mast either get a lot better or a‘lot worse .
We can’t just skid along in the same old rut.
Science-fiction fans aren’t in the rut.
(Real fans, that is.)
A number of weeks ago I was privileged to talk to Don Rogers
the principle fan of Indiana, about this and many other subjects, nc
stayed several days at my home. One of those days we held an uninter
rupted session from 11:00 P, M. to 7:00 A. 11.
Rogers' told me of a
proposed organization of his. He had thought out the details care
fully. My first thoughts were, This isn’t anything new. The readers
of Von have been tossing it around fox months. The general fan im
pulse is toward the improvement of world conditions.
(.It is soi-ietimes greatly enlightening to read Vom. The fans can
write very well. Their ideas, most of them, arc basically sound, and
at least something to think about.)
Rogers
had a proposal. A definite beginning. The organization
of a clue to be titled ’’The Cosmic Circle.”
I expressed the opinion that the word ’circle’ implied a restric
ted organization. I suggested ’thinkers’.
Rogers stated that then
the implication would be that the members thought, and did not act.
That, too, was out.
But it was agreed that the organization was for thinkers, people
of tole rancc”,~not bound up in a narrow, warped creed. In other words,
people not in a rut.
.
There must be many such, people. Fandom is the only kind of fra
ternity (a very improper word) where people are expected to be Of a
certain intelligence., as far as I can see. And, since the directors
arc all science-fiction enthusiasts, our primary desire is to obtain
the support of fandom.
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What are our aims? I understand them to be the betterment of
world, conditions , the forming of a bloc of voters who want a scientific
and. liberal government, a club to unify people who think and. who favor
the cosmic ideals of science fiction. We intend, to advertise for
members in professional publications when it seer® advisable* We hope
to bring about great changes for the better in future years, but we
acknowledge that it will be a slow and tedious process.
But there’s got to be a starting point somewhere. We don't
expect to accomplish miracles overnight,. But we do expect.-to Erc-o.-otit—
plish something.
When any group of people decide on accomplishing something, the
first and foremost thing to do is to get organized. That is what oup
society is for. We need your support.
The final details are not worked out yet, but they are in the
process of being worked out. A Constitution is being prepared. Meet
ings are being held, Publications are being planned. Stationary
has been ordered, and stickers shall be forthcoming.
This is not "just another club", a passing whim, or a wildly
impossible venture. The officers are sincere, and mean to carry on
regardless of obstacles. Their is little chance of the society being
dissolved because of the officers being inducted. Their positions
are pretty stable at present. The High Command, Cosmic Circle
Society, consists of four people: one is a girl; one has been rejected
by the Army; one is under-age and shall continue to be for months to
come , and the rc'niaining officer seems to breeze along with no fear of
the long arm of his uncle.
When our membership expands, we may hold conferences at the
central headquarters in Indiana.
We do not set ourselves in rivalry with any existing fan organi
zation. This is one of our basic premises.
„f you are interested in the society, and wish to know more
about it, write to Vergie Allen, 214 N. 20th , Newcastle
Tnliana.
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(This issue mimeographed, stapled, and mailed by
'■^and Brad lei gh.)
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Lay a foundation for improving world conditions
Exchange ideas
If you wish, you may be listed as an outer-circle member by
writing to
0,J
.. > expressing your sincere interest in this
society, ana- your
willingness to have your- name, listed in the book off"
members , a
issued when the society gets well
under way, lour name will be then entered in th
ledger of the Outer
Giro le you'will
----receive, free, each issue of the Digest, and perhaps
other inf carnation. The due for the Inner Circle
announced la ter in a future issue of the Digest, will probably be
or the Cosmic
G i r c 1c iwon thly.
At any rate, you can all write Eoge s’ and ask to be listed in
the Outer Circle. Further details will be sent you.

ah comments on this issue reaching the editor will be forwarded
to .lowers and the others.

